Lenovo Go
Wireless Multi-Device Mouse
Three devices, one mouse.
Why choose the Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse?

**Multi-pairing, multi-surface**
The Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse supports pairing up to 3 devices using USB-C and Bluetooth® with Swift Pair via a quick switch button. Beyond 3-device pairing, you’ll also enjoy the ability to use a Lenovo Unified Pairing Receiver to connect other devices with one dongle. Plus, its blue optical sensor ensures you experience maximum precision on almost every surface.

**Multi-task, multi-location**
Crafted as an all-in-one solution, this mouse features on-the-fly adjustable DPI sensitivity, a programmable utility button with shortcuts configured for Teams meetings by default, and is portable enough to take with you anywhere.

**Multi-option, fast-charging**
With a fast-chargeable battery that provides up to 3 months use on a single 1.5-hour charge and supports both wired USB-C and wireless Qi charging, the Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse is hard to beat.

* Battery life may vary based on usage.
Specifications

Performance

Battery1
Capacity : 380 mAh
Battery Life : Up to 2-3 Months in Single Charge
Full Charge Time : 1.5 Hour (or less)
Quick Charge : 15 minutes Charge, 1 Week Battery
Charging Port : USB-C Charging
Charging Cable : USB-C to USB-A, 0.5 m
Wireless Charging : Qi

Call Mode Function*
Open/Show Teams App (Default)
Volume Up (Default)
Volume Down (Default)
Mute/Unmute Teams (Default)
Mute/Unmute Microphone
Mute/Unmute Speaker
Answer Voice Call (Default)
End Voice Call (Default)
Share Screen
Answer Call with Video
Start/End Presentation
Activate Virtual Pointer for PowerPoint

Design

Number of Buttons
3 (left click, right click, scroll click)

IC Used
Nordic IC (52810)

Colors
Thunder Black
Storm Grey

Connectivity

Type
2.4 GHz Wireless
Bluetoo† 5.0
Quick Pairing
Swift Pair

Universal Pairing
Supports Lenovo Universal Pairing

Compatibility

Windows, Chrome

Software – Lenovo Accessory Central
Manage Configurations
Supports Windows OS only
Supports 2.4G Connection only at Launch

Warranty
1 Year

Part Number (PN)
Consumer (Storm Grey color) GY51C21211
Commercial (Thunder Black color) 4Y51C21217

Ship Group (What's in the Box)
Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse
Lenovo USB-C Unified Pairing Receiver
USB-C to USB-A Charging Cable

Information

www.lenovo.com/go

1 Battery life may vary based on usage.
2 Need to install Lenovo Accessories Central.
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